
 

ITL Organizes Point a Point Uncensored - The debating Battle 

 

Name of the Event     : Point A Point Debate Competition 

Date                             : 17February, 2022 

Organized by              : Verbattle, The Debate Club of ITL Public School 

Attended by                : Students of Class IX to XII 

 

Verbattle, The Debate Club of ITL Public School hosted an Offline Debate Competition for students from 

class 9 to 12 on 17 February, 2022.The judges for the event comprised of the school alummni Shivansh Tuli 

and Shubham Gaddi who had been always well known for their exceptional oratory skills.  Ms Parineeta 

Sharma, PGT Pol Sc of ITL Public School was also an esteemed judge for the event. The School Principal 

Dr Sudha Acharya graced the event with her esteemed presence and motivated the students to keep alive 

their creative freedom always. 

 

The event began with a gruelling audition round on 10 Feb, 2022 followed by the 1st round on 15 Feb, 2022 

and 'The Endgame' - A Fierce Finale was held on 17 Feb,2022. 

The event gave full freedom to students to express their perspectives through a series of motions, most 

relevant and pertinent for 21
st
 Century students. An invigorating Group discussion was held where the 

participant presented their take on the impromptu topics provided.  

 

The 1st round comprised of handpicked top 24 divided into 8 teams of 3 members each. The teams were given 

10 mins to pen down their thoughts before they went head-to-head.  

 4 teams battled their way forth to reach the semi finale and The Endgame commencing the finale of a ground 

breaking event.  

The debaters impressed the entire audience with their potent arguments, their convincing presentation and 

elegant style. The team Arguably the Best   comprising of Kanav Sharma, Apoorva Kalra, Ananya Jaggi 

was considered to be the Best Team. Hannah Bhatia and Riyaana Gulati   were adjudged as the Best 

Speakers. 

The event was highly educative and students felt that such invigorating sessions should be conducted at 

regular intervals for sensitising students to the debatable present issues so that they emerge as confident global 

21
st
 C citizens. 



 

 


